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ABSTRACT
The hospitality Industry is a dynamic Business characterized by constant activity and change.
Which means for a hotel to gain its market share, it has to accommodate change and manage its
activities efficiently. This industry is known to deal with services and products that are both
tangible and intangible in nature that are highly competitive. For that matter, for a hotel to be
competitive it has not only to concentrate on the satisfaction of its customers, but also provide
good services to satisfy its customers.
Customer satisfaction can be gained in a 1-lotel through improving service quality which involves
well planned schedules and good organization within its management. Having satisfied
customers should not necessarily mean ignoring the employees needs, a balance of needs have to
be met through proper communication and organization.
In this study, we look at an Event Management System which provides computerized
management and organization of events.
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The Event Management system is a computerized web based system that will make it
possible for authorized Administrators to efficiently manage and communicate events. The
aim of the system is to provide a convenient and reliable way to communicate, easily
update and add events. This will enhance and increase staff awareness, promote
participation in events and enhance proper storage of records. The event system will be
majorly considered in slumberland hotel in its initial implementation.

Slumberland Hotel

is a serene and quiet Hotel, a new age jewel in the southern side of Arua town

and a springboard for businesses in southern Sudan and North eastern Congo. It is Suitable for
travelers looking for top class accommodation. The Hotel is located in a Arua hill where the vast
plains of the beautiful Arua town, lnzikuru

stadium,

airfield and mountains like Wati can also be

seen in the skyline at the far North and beyond, designed to be ideal for honeymoons, conferences,
seminars, parties, workshops, tours for holiday seekers in Arua and nearby districts, for the finest of
hospitalities.

Uganda has a wide range of excellent hotels and accommodation facilities located in all

the

regions of the country. These are mainly located in the main towns of Kampala (Capital
City),Jinja,Entebbe,Gulu,Mbarara,Mbale,Fortportal,Arua. Uganda is endowed with a variety of
cultures and welcoming tribes an aspect that has promoted tourism through hospitality and
development of infrastructures.

Like most Hotels today, Slumberland is a very busy hotel burdened by very strict time schedules of
events taking place through each financial year due to the stiff competition these hotels are subjected
to, Events have to be taken with much consideration so as the post event analysis is a success.
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2.1 Introduction
(Wikipedia, 2008), Event management is the application of project management to the creation and
development of festivals, events and conferences.
“Event management involves studying the intricacies of the brand, identifying the target audience,
devising the event concept, planning the logistics and coordinating the technical aspects before
actually executing the modalities of the proposed event

“.

(Oxton, 2009)

Post-event analysis and ensuring a return on investment have become significant drivers for the
event industry. The recent growth of festivals and events as an industry around the world means that
the management can no longer be ad hoc.” Events andfestivals, such as the Asian Games, have a
large impact on their communities and, in some cases, the whole country~’. (Kisibo, 2006)
The industry now includes events of all sizes from the Olympics down to a breakfast meeting for ten
business people. Many industries, charitable organizations, and interest groups will hold events of
some size in order to market themselves, build business relationships, raise money or celebrate.

Event Management is a quickly growing fast paced career. The industry continues to grow, and it
provides for a very exciting career. Event planning can include anything from working in a small
hotel to organizing a huge event such as the Super Bowl or an Awards Show. The planning industry
is a multibillion business with new opportunities available every day.
Event Planning companies provide a variety of service to their clients including corporate events,
hospitality, weddings and bar mitzvahs. In the corporate world, managers are used to execute
various events such as trade shows, press conferences and large market meetings. Corporate
hospitality would include various awards shows, concerts and corporate parties. Personal managers
would be handling the various aspects of a wedding including the ceremony and reception.

Event Management is a multi-million dollar industry, growing rapidly, with mega shows and events
hosted regularly. Surprisingly, there is no formalized research conducted to assess the growth of this
industry. The industry includes fields such as the MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and
Exhibitions), conferences and seminars as well as live music and sporting events.
The logistics side of the industry is paid less than the sales/sponsorship side, though some may say
that these are two different industries.
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2.2 Categories of Events
Events can be classified into four broad categories based on their purpose and objective:
o

Leisure events e.g. leisure sport, music, recreation.

o

Cultural events e.g. ceremonial, religious, art, heritage, and folklore.

o

Personal events e.g. weddings, birthdays, anniversaries.
Organizational events e.g. commercial, political, charitable, sales, product launch, expo.

2.3 Review of Event Management Technologies
Event management software companies provide event planners with software tools to handle many
common activities such as delegate registration, hotel booking, travel booking or allocation of
exhibition floor space.

Event management software is a lifesaver to anyone responsible for planning events whether it is a
national conference, charity event or 50th wedding anniversary celebration. There are many different
types of event management software that can be purchased or leased based on your needs. Some
versions with basic management options such as online registration are even offered free online
through event management websites.
A full service system will allow you to manage every aspect of the event including the budget,
registration, exhibits, appointments, housing, travel and email communications. These systems
options can be grouped into a few main categories: planning, Communications, Registration and
Task or Program Management

Most software companies allow you to purchase or lease only the tools you need for your event
offering an affordable solution to planning any event large or small.

A recent study into the uses of event software in the event management industry shows that event
organisers are embracing the use of various technologies to help plan and manage their events. The
research was conducted online, during the month of November 2009. Participants were asked to rate
what type of event software they use on a regular basis. The four most popular tools were:

o

Email Marketing

o

Online Registrations

o

Online Surveys
5

o

Event Reporting & Analysis

l3% of respondents said that the use of email marketing was now one of the main event software
tools being used to help manage their events. This increase in use can be attributed to the
advancing sophistication of such tools, as well as their ability to provide a cost effect method of
promotion during the current recession.

Over half of all respondents of the survey (56%) also stated that the ability to allow delegates to
register online was also an important part of modern event management. Online event registration
empowers delegates to manage their own registration process by removing event managers from
-

this stage, it enables them to focus on more productive areas. Online registration forms can be
customised to the individual event, ensuring that the specific data required from delegates is easily
obtained. Registration forms can also be saved as a template, allowing them to be easily replicated
for future, similar events.
Directing delegates to the host website to register also helps to boost website traffic and can be used
in conjunction with online promotions to help increase the number of website visitors and online
conversions in other areas.
The use of events software to help manage part or all of the event management process can be
further extended to cover the post event analysis. Ensuring events provide a high ROl is one of the
key metrics that event managers are measured on. Being able to effectively measure ROl and other
KPIs quickly and effectively is now something that event planners demand. The use of event
management software to quickly and accurately create post event reports means that event
organisers are able to effectively evaluate the success of their events.

Event software is now one of the fastest growing areas in the event management sector. Taking
advantage of the benefits of automation and online software tools is helping to keep the event
industry afloat during this recession. Increasing efficiency and reducing the cost of event
management all helps increase the return on investment provided to both delegates and event hosts.
Many event managers are choosing to use a full end-to-end event management software solution that
encompasses:
o

Website registrations

o

Email marketing for promotion, invites and post event surveys

o

Automatic badge production

o

Resource management
6

o

Online payment facilities

o

Sophisticated reporting suites

Making the investment in a total event solution that offers all the event management functions
required for event planning can help make the difference between a poor event and a successful
event.
2.2.1 How Self Service Portals can add value to Events.
One of the ways in which you can add value to your events, is by giving some of the power back to
delegates. Empowering delegates to manage some of their own event experience gives them a
feeling of control, ownership and involvement. A key way of achieving this is to use event software
to implement a self service event portal.
2.2.2 How Event Software increases your Efficiency and reduces your Costs
With budgets being reduced and spending priorities constantly changing in both the commercial
events market and within local authorities, the message is the same, do more with less and better for
less. For event managers being able to plan, manage and organise events in a more efficient manner
but continuing to maintain and provide their existing level of service at a lower cost is extremely
difficult. More and more event planners are implementing technology, such as event software, to
manage their event processes as they realize the initial up front investment will increase efficiency
and allow them to do more with less and better for less.
2.2.3 How to Effectively Manage Online Delegate Registration
Delegates are increasingly demanding the ability to register and pay for events online. This article
explains how event managers can manage this activity either themselves, or through the use of an
—

event management software provider. Online registration provides benefits of increase control and
efficiency, whilst at the same time reducing costs for the event host.
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2.2.4 Why It Is Important to Integrate Your Event Software with Your Back Office
System
Not many event managers can say with confidence that their event data is accurate, clean and up to
date. Having the ability to target the right delegate to the right event is becoming more difficult. For
some organizations implementing a system to help them manage their events is sufficient; however
for other organizations the need to integrate their event management processes with their internal
systems is becoming a bigger requirement. Linking with your CRM solution can help ensure your
data remains as clean as possible, so all event marketing efforts are effective as they can be. The
events industry is a tough market and event managers are starting to feel the strain, as the need to
plan, manage and run streamlined and efficient events, as well as keeping up with this competitive
market, is becoming harder and harder.
2.2.5

Why You Should Use an Online Event Software Solution to Manage Your CPD

Continuing Professional Development (CPD) is an amalgamation of methodologies, thoughts and
best practices that will assist with continued learning and development. A clear definition of results
is at the heart of most CPD programmes and will provide transparent benefits to CPD professionals
in everyday life. CPD programmes need to cater for an eclectic mix of training courses and
workshops which greatly increases the need to manage your members’ professional development
online.
2.2.6 How Event Software Can Benefit Your Delegates
Event management software can help event managers plan more successful events with a greater
level of efficiency. But the benefits aren’t just to the event managers delegates can reap the rewards
-

of more flexible and appropriate communication, fewer errors and improved event experiences.
2.2.7

Event Management Software Tools to Manage and Plan Events
A recent survey indicated that event mangers are using professional event management software to

manage their events more than any other tool. In previous years event managers have relied heavily
on spreadsheets, but as this article explains, using spreadsheets can be problematic and inefficient
2.2,8 Things to Look For in an Event Management Software Solution
Event management can be a complicated and stressful activity. It can be made easier however by
using a comprehensive event management software solution. These solutions aid in the planning,
management and analysis of events and can greatly improve delegate attendance and satisfaction.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
3.0 IntroductIon
There arc a variety of data collection and analysis techniques that we considered before selecting the most
suitable method for this project These techniques included:
I. Interviews; Key Informant interviews would be conducted by the researcher to ascertain the
problem.
2. Questionnaires (mainly open-cnded); these would be filled in by respondents to collect vital
information relative to the researcher. Usually they would be used wherc there are inconsistencies
such as failure to honor appointments or oflen appointments arc postponed hence necessitating
questionnaires to be filled in by the respondents during their free time.

3.1 IntervIews
This method involved conducting a person-to-person conversation with a set of questions to be asked so
as to obtain relevant information on the research area.
3.1.1 Advantages of Interviews
1. Does not require the respondent to be literate.
2. Are useful for untangling complex topics.
3. The Interviewer can probe deeper into a response given by an interviewee.
4. interviews produce a higher response rate.
3.1.2 DIsadvantages ofInterviews
1.The interviewer can affect the data if he/she is not consistent.
2. It is very time consuming.
3. It is r’ot used for a large number of people.
4. The Interviewer may be biased and ask closed questions.

3.2 QuestionnaIres
This method involved the researcher preparing a written set of questions that are to be filled by suitable
respondents so as to obtain relevant data or infounation in the research area.
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3.2.1 Advantages of Questionnaires
Generally it is relatively quick to collect information using a questionnaire. However in some situations
they can take a long time not only to design but also to apply and analyze.
•

Questionnaires are very cost effective when compared to face-to-face interviews. This is
especially true for studies involving large sample sizes and large geographic areas. Written
questionnaires become even more cost effective as the number of research questions increases.
Questionnaires are easy to analyze. Data entry and tabulation for nearly all surveys can be easily
done with many computer software packages.
Questionnaires are familiar to most people. Nearly everyone has had some experience completing
questionnaires and they generally do not make people apprehensive.

•

Questionnaires reduce bias. There is uniform question presentation and no middle—man bias. The
researchers own opinions will not influence the respondent to answer questions in a certain
manner. There are no verbal or visual clues to influence the respondent.
Questionnaires are less intrusive than telephone or flice-to-face surveys. When a respondent
receives a questionnaire in the mail, he is free to complete the questionnaire on his own time
table Unlike other research methods, the respondent is not interrupted by the research instrument,

3.2 ~2 Disadvantages of Questionnaires
o
Questionnaires, like many evaluation methods occur after the event, so participants may forget
o

important issues.
Questionnaires are standardized so it is not possible to explain any points in the questions that
participants might misinterpret. This could be partially solved by piloting the questions on a
small group of students or at least friends and colleagues. It is advisable to do this anyway.

•

Open-ended questions can gener~te large amounts of data that can take a long time to process
and analyze. One way of limiting this would be to limit the space available to students so their
responses are concise orto sample the students and survey only a portion of them.

°

Respondents may answer superficially especially if the questionnaire takes a long time to
complete. The common mistake of asking too many questions should be avoided.

3.1

Data Analysis and presentation

This section shows the various data analysis collected using the Iwo data collection techniques that were
chosen and summarized using bar charts and tables. ‘1 hese diagrams helped to make a perfect decision of
the requirements needed and whether the project was still feasible at this point.
The goal of doing data Analysis and presentation was to describe the functional and non-functional
requirements of the system to be developed. ft would present an overview of the projects specifications.
its functional requirements. its scope. goals and capabilities and a description of the targeted users.

tO

3~L1 Respondent’s Summa1~y
The table 3.1 below shows a group of the population targeted for collection of data and analysis.

Target population used in
the questionnaire and
interview process

Number of individuals
targeted

Number of individuals
involved

Administrator

4

3

Customers(Event Seekers)

20

18

TOTAL

24

21

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

- - -- —

—

—

—~

n NO. of individuals targeted
C

Administratorcustomers

Figure 3.1: showing sample population analysis

No. of individuals involved

Tab~e 3.2 showing the Administrator Interview AnaJysis
Question
What problems are you as an
Administrator facing when you
plan to carry out an event in this
vicinity?

When you receive a request of
an event how do you go about
it?

Would you like an event
management system to be
introduced?

Remarks
problems
•
Communication
channels of upcoming
events is not effective
and very slow using
hotel memos
• Staff unawareness of
the event calendar
• Loss of data when the
event log books are
misplaced or lost.
We write down the specifics
assign an appropriate facility
and when time is nearing the
event we make sure we place
memos to inform the staff.
Yes, it would be a brilliant idea
in improving this system.

Assessment
Administrators are finding
difficulty in efficiently
managing the event because of
the poor communication
channels in place because staff
are unaware of event calendar.

This indicates how the process
is long and tiresome

This shows that an online
system will create more good
than the current manual system.

~ntroduce new system

a yes
rS Not Sure

Maybe
a No

Figure 3.2: showing sample of Administrator interview analysis
The table above depicts the dominance of adminstrators who want the current system to be
improved.
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3 ~3

System Development Methodology

Before developing this system, it would have to undergo a series of tests before it becomes a fully
functional system. This system would have to go through processes during its development such as
System Development Life Cycle (SDLC) as depicted below with models such as Waterfall, rapid
application development (RAD), incremental build among others.

—

1~

E

,~

-~

>—~
Ta

ti

~_

.-Jimplenienceticii

Figure 3.3: showing Model of systems Development Life cycle

3.4 Component Based Development Lifecycle Model
The Component Based Development (CBD) lifecycle is an emerging lifecycle for the
development of distributed client-server systems using component technology.

Re use.
Event Calendars
Input functions

Build scope:

Release Working

nodeling:

prototype
Event Database

~stratfon

Event Registration

re 3.4: illustration of CBD life cycle, for Event
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The following would be accomplished using The Component Based Development model;
Investigation or Feasibility Study

~

Partial Modeling
Build Scope

•

Re use component or Build new component

•

Integrate and test

•

Release working prototype

During this stage of system development, The Partial Modeling phase would involve carrying out enough
business, application and system modeling to define a meaningful build scope. This would require finding
out the end to end business and Event processes the hotel undertakes such as registration and booking of
Hotel facilities, how this proposed system would support the business and how this system is realized
using technology respectively. This step was critical to the success of the development of this system
because once we critically analyze the processes involved~ we then set out clearly knowing what is to be
done due to the fact that the requirements were defined to a level of detail sufficient for the event system
design.
For the Partial Modeling phase, the proponents conducted a research using questionnaires to gather data
needed and went to the hotel to observe how event management is carried

Out.

Build scope, after determining the end to end processes we then determine our build scope which is a
logical selection that satisfies specific development objectives which in our case includes event
registration, editing, deleting and updating. Having determined the build Scope we then know exactly
how the system would operate and what to include and exclude in development.
Once a build scope is established. we need to decide which of the required components can be reused
(e.g., already exist in the organization or can be bought off-the-shelf) and which ones need to be
developed. Both these phases have their own mini lifecvcles:

II.

Reuse Component:

Build New Component:

1 dentfv
Component

T~~sien Comp.
interface

Adapt
Component

Code
and Test

Desian
Component

Code
and lest

Figure 3.5: Adapted from UML Process, Sharam Kekmat Pragsoft Corporation.

Reusing an existing component may require some adaptation. For example, integrating a calendar system
might not be exactly what is required or some of the method behaviors ma need alteration. This is
achieved through adaptation, which involves wrapping the component with a thin layer of code that
implements the required changes to suite the business needs.
Building a new component, this stage would begin with defining the component interfaces involved. This
represents a permanent contract between the component and other components. Once the interface is
defined and the intent of each method is established, the component can be designed and implemented.
Integration and testing. with all the components for a build in place, the components are then integrated
and tested. Integration will require the writing of glue code that establishes the interaction between the
components. The different subsystems are then finally integrated and grouped into one complete system
so that the whole system is tested as one module working together to complete a single task. Then errors
are checked, bugs and interoperability. It is at this stage that critical analysis is carried out on the system
to check if it really does exactly what it was really meant to do.
An integrated build is then formally released (by going through system testing). This is then made
available to end-users for evaluation. The evaluation environment may be the same as the development
environment (for earlier builds that are not mature), or a pseudo live environment (for later builds that are
sufficiently mature). The outcome of the evaluation influences the direction of subsequent builds.

3.5 The Prototype Model
Software prototyping. an activity during certain software development, is the creation of prototypes. i.e..
incomplete \ersions of the software proQram being developed.
A prototype typically simulates only a few aspects of the features of the eventual program. and may be
completely difDrent from the eventual implementation.
The conventional purpose of a prototype is to allow users of the software to evaluate developers
proposals for the design of the eventual product by actually Irving them out, rather than havin~ to
interpret and evaluate the design based on descriptions. Protot\ping can also be used by end users to
ic

User confusion of prototype and finished system: Users can begin to think that a prototype.
intended to be thrown away. is actually a final system that merely needs to be finished or
polished.
Developer misunderstanding of user objectives: Developers may assume that users share their
objectives (e.g. to deliver core functionality on time and within budget), without understanding
wider commercial issues.
Developer attachment to prototype: Developers can also become attached to prototypes they have
spent a great deal of effort producing; this can lead to problems like attempting to convert a
limited prototDe into a final system when it does not have an appropriate underlying
architecture. (This may suggest that throwaway prototyping. rather than evolutionary prototvping,
should be used.)
we have chosen to adopt the Prototype approach since it involves consultation with end-user and
one is able to gather requirements of the system before construction so it meets system
requirements as expected. Also, one can improve on the developed system keeping in touch with
the end users.

The system development takes on a prototyping approach. This is in attempt to filter out any
risksiproblems out. any errors that may be detected in the system and ensure that system lives up
to its expectations. Each stage has to be thoroughly validated and evaluated to ensure that it
performs correctly and there are no errors and that all the modules work as expected.
Prototyping Process involves four iterative steps involving users and developers:
I. Identifying user’s needs and requirements
2 .Design and development of a working prototype
3. Implementing and using the working prototype
4. Revising and enhancing the prototyping system.

I. Identifying user’s needs and requirements

Prototyping is an iterative step-to-step technique that cycle many times throughout the design process.
The main components of the cycle are described below.
1. Understand and Define-Re-define the Problem
2. Visualizing and Prototyping
3.

Evaluate and RefIne

2. I)evelopment of a working prototype
This was achieved by conducting a case study through the design process of the system .Also extensive
research was carried out in the concept of Online Shopping Systems concerning the design process.

3. Implementing and using the working prototype
To help visualize ideas and understand whether a usable database management system was being
designed. it involved continually engaging in prototyping ideas as they are developed conceptually.
The n thuds to employ for visualizing and prototvping were

Rapid Prototyping
Employed the use of rapid prototyping to see how a physical product might be able to be used at the
workplace. This method help communicate concrete ideas to developers and to users.
Storyboarding
This assisted the visualization of the process a worker might use to perform task using the system. This
method helped visualize and understand the strengths and weaknesses of the ideas.

4. Revising and enhancing the prototyping system.
Constant evaluation of designs is done to help refine the idea or to help redefine the problem.

3~6 UNIT TESTING
This involved the testing of an individual program or module. The objective was to identify and eliminate
execution errors that cause the system to terminate abnormally and logic errors that might have been
missed during coding. Test data should be used.
Unit Testing Test Data:

Test

~p.~cted

Whether admin can be
~ able to add a new
~ event, assign
~ supervisor and facility

[

Result

The Event should appear in
the front end with its
respective details

The event list is well
generated.

The event system should not
show the hidden category.

Hides the category
from an authorized
users.

in the
Whether admin can
hide a category from
being seen by the an
authorized system
users
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CHAPTER FOUR
SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
4.0 Introduction
This section would document the Hardware, software, functional and Non functional requirements of the
system. Also specifying the main components and providing a brief description of what they are and
what each component does

4~1 System Architecture
Systems architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior, and more views of a
system. Its main focus is operation~ therefore the system architecture defines how the pieces of the
application interact with each other, and what functionality each piece is responsible for performing.
The system is divided into two main sections: the front end section and the administration section. The
front end section is where the customers and members of staff view any events scheduled to take place.
The administration Backend section is where administrators log in to view, add, modify and delete events.

Hardware, software, security and also the user requirements were the requirements needed for the
system to be implemented. Implementation deals with the process of converting the system
specifications into executable programs. System specification involved processes of software design and
programming
Once A staff member has a login password and username he/ she is able to perform the following
tasks:

4~2

•

Add new event

•

Edit/ update events

•

Cancel / terminate events

•

Assign staff to events

•

Assign facility to event

System Requirements

Requirements of the system consisted of both the hardware and software requirements that were
needed to develop and implement an Online Voting System, they include:
4.2.1 Software Requirements
The software requnements are:
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Microsoft Windows Operating system (winxp and its successors): the system to be developed is mainly
going to be running on the windows platform, this is because of the ease of use and availability.
WEB BROWSER: In order to access web based applications a web browser such as firefox is needed.
WAMP SERVER : because this application is web based wamp server is asuitable application needed to
run the whole poroject.
Server Configuration
Apache Version: 2.2.11 and above
PHP Version: 5.3.0 not 5.4 because it does not support magic_qoutesgpc~
MYSQL for the database
4.2.2 Hardware Requirements
The hardware required during the development process of the system which will enable the process of
development to be completed on time includes:
Computer

Design Designs

4.3

/ Project Resources

The Event system is developed fully using PHP/MySQL. The system is developed on the windows
Platform. Using the following
~
o

•

Komodo IDE as a code editor
Wamp server to run the scripts
Photoshop to make images
Browser Firefox

4.4 Main System Components
A component is an object that contains code to manipulate data from one form to another, and which
provides access to that code through a ~velI~specifled set ol publicly available services. In a more practical
sense. a component is an encapsulated piece of code that perlbrms some function for an application.
The system has
1
2

3
4

5
6

5 major components:

Event Creation
Event Deletion
Update events
Assien facility Supervisor
Viewing Events
User \iithentication
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4.4.1 User Authentication
Every user visiting the system with no prior authentication or whose session had previously expired has to
present his her credentials (uscrnarne and password) in the Login form.
The user is presented with a Login form that prompts for the two credentials i.e. the password and the
username which are both stored in the database.
44.2 Event Creation
The system is able to allow authenticated users to be able to add any event in the system under the
appropriate category specifying whether category of events or events should be visible to the front end
system users.
4.4.3 Assign facility / Supervisor
The system enables an authenticated user to assign an appropriate facility and supervisor to any event.
4.4.4 Viewing Events

Events can be viewed by looking at categories or by viewing all events within the system stored in the
database though it is possible to make an event invisible to staff and customers using the front end for
security and privacy purposes.
4.4.5 Update Events
Events in the system can easily be edited and reflected within the system to the employees and clients.

4.5 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The ftmctional requirements of the system describe the functionality or services that the system is
expected to provide. In this case:
4.5.1 Create events
The most basic function the system should be able to perform is adding and updating of any event.
4.5.2 View events
The system should be able to enable access to anyone who is interested in knowing the schedule of the
Hotel such that preparations are made in advance
4.5.3 Assign Facility
fhc s~ stem should enable an administrator to assign an appropriate facility to an eveni
4.5.4 Assign Supervisor
It should also enable an administrator assign a supervisor to oversee all event activities.
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4~6 NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The non-functional requirements are constraints that a system should meet in order to carry out all the
functional requirements in a desired and efficient manner. These include:
4~6d Security
Authentication each user of the system should be authenticated. You need to login before carrying out
any activity on the system
-

Authorization a user is required to carry out only the authorized tasks on the system e.g. a student
although authenticated, should not modify any marks in the examination results system.
4.6~2 Response time
The system should do the tasks requested by the users in the mininmm time possible and should provide
feedback to show what is happening on the background.
4.63 User-friendly
The system should have a simple interface that is easy to use such that no training is required
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4~7 SYSTEM DESIGN
4.7~1 Use case diagram
The use case diagram is used to identify the primary elements and processes that form the
system.
The primary elements are termed as actors and the processes are called ‘use cases”.
The use case diagram shows which actors interact with each use case.

Eventsj_—

Customer

Request Event
~rnat~on

~e

_______

N

Ad m i n~
delete event

~lity~

~gn
~visor)

Staff

Figure 4.1: showing the Use Case Diagram for the system

L.J

4.4.2 Class Diagram

Class diagram gives an overview of a system by showing its classes and the relationships among
them.
It is used to refine the use case diagram and define a detailed design of the system.
It classifies the actors defined in the use case diagram into a set of interrelated classes.
The relationship or association between the classes can be either an is-a” or has-a
relationship.
n
Update Event
-

evendD

-descripdon
-title
Ed~event()

n

Figure 4.2: showing the Class Diagram

4~4~3 Collaboration Diagram
The objects which interact to perform some task, together with the links between them, are known as
coflaboration
Objects
Each object is shown as rectangle, which is labelled, object Name: c/ass Name
Links
Links between objects are shown like associations in the class model.
1.

add_event()

2. register event()

~entsy~

~dmin~~ent

3. Assign_supervisor()
4, supervise event()
sunervisor

Figure 4.3: showing collaboration Diagram
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L~,~~stomerJ

444 Sequence Diagram
A sequence diagram describes a scenario as the interaction among objects in time sequence. The above
collaboration diagram can be represented as the following sequence diagram.
The time sequence is denoted by the vertical line below each object. Time flow is downwards

________

Li~u oe rviso r~

:a d m in

Create event ()
Assign supervisor

Manage_event

()

__________________

Supervise event()

Figure 4.4: showing Sequence Diagram
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4~4~S Activity Diagram
An Activity diagram is a visual representation of any systems activities and flows of data or decisions
between activities. Activity diagrams provide a very broad view of a business process. Emphasis the
input/output dependencies, sequencing and conditions f or coordinating other behaviors uses
secondary constructs to show which classifiers are responsible for those behaviors
Focus is on what tasks need to be done, with what inputs, in what order, rather than who/what
performs each task.

Public site
EView detals

Login

Enter ~ah~ detaEs

1~
View events

Logout

Admin

L

Manage events~]

/

Add event

1
[~JPdate event

[

Figure 4.5: showing Activity Diagram

Delete even7]

4.5 Database Design
The Event System has 3 main users; the customer, Administrator and members of staff. The customer
and staff require no logins because all the information they need will be displayed on the public side.
An administrator has to login into the private side of the site in order to manage events. Username and
password provided authenticates the information within the system.
4.5.1 Physical model
The physical model concerns itself with how to physically implement, the database. In this diagram we
are concerned with how data is stored in the database i.e. the physical naming of entities, the data type
of each column or attribute and the length size of each record, in our case we will define it using the
UML syntax as shown below

:ategories

2
Events

atID

mt

<<pk

>>

atName : varchar(50)

1

has

1..~

3

EventlD: int(11) <<pk>>

isibility : tinyint(1)

catlD : int(11)

osition int(3)

supervisorlD :int(11) <<fk>>
event_title : varchar(50)
end time : time
Start_time time
day : int(11)
month int(2)
year int(4)
expectedNumbe r: int(11)
description : text
special_requests : text

<<fk

1

>>

6

1

5

faciD :intill)<’zpk>>
FacName : varchar(50)
~apacicy

nt(11)

avd:lability. tinyint(1)

1

~acil~esI

i.e

~ faciD int(11)
.

<< pK >>

EventiD: nt(] 1)

<<

supervisoMD int(11) <<fk>>
fname varchar(30)
name : varchar(30;
age int(3)
sex : varchar(1)
telno :varchar(20)

~-E--~
Id: int(11) <<pk >>
username :varchar(SO)
hashed_pass’.~ ord varc~a~(SQ~

has

Facibties

~iso~-~.

<<fk>>

pk>> <<fk>>

4.5.2 Table Schemas

Table 4.1: showing schema for table categories

Table 4.2: showing schema for table users
~ys~~l> aesc~usa,,~,
+

V1+— Field
II id
fl~ usernane
[I
hed..pawl
————

~1—

~
+—+—————+——-——————-—+

Type
+—

i Hull

Rey

Default I E~tra

+—+---——+——————+—

I int(tL)
I NO
I varc~bar(Sø) I t40
1 varcIiar~(4~3) 1140

I PRT I HULL
1
1 NULL
I~
I~$ULL

_____
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+

~—~~——+

I

I autoincI~e~nent~. I
j
1
~ ~ ~‘2~iØ
~

Table 4.3: showing schema for table supervisor

Table 4.4: showing schema for table facilities

Table 4.5: showing schema for table event facilities
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Table 4.6: showing schema for tab’e events
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CHAPTER FIVE
RES ULTS

SM Screen shots
The two main system divisions
o

Front End Section

o

Back End Section

5~i Front End Section
S~1*1 View events
Members of staff and the public can view all the events and supervisors assigned to them The screen
capture below shows ten events per page with their respective dates and time.
.

C ~ locaIh056

Solon

services

Art tchlbftioo
IflOflflO otroom

Music show
orange 0009
0900 <coIns once
Rogondo mob-n
WoOding eception
Manic concert
Mo100ke tours
world pros-n
counts

-

ry

Events

00023 2012
Mar 102002
Jan 0920lt
Job 162011
Jan21 2011
000002011
6409212011
Mar 232011
Feb10 2011
Jan01 6015

1~...

Meet Our Newest PR

I 2:00 AM to 12:00PM
2:00 PlO to 10:00 Pea
00:00 PM 1005:00 NA
07:00 W~ 1069:00 PM
00:00 NA to 02:00 ,1tA
05:00 AlA to 02:00 NO
11:00 NO to 07:00 aM
09:006404 to 63:00 NO
07:0064641011:00 PM
12:00 PM to 1:00PM

Contact Form
name:
enrol:

Olumborlond Hutol would Ike to take hen 000rtuo:ts to
mtood000 On nowost public relations uthc& Mr shaM
Oan:ol who is tote 000-uoted to carey ot all our publ:n
relation commltmooto

64100111

We thoretoro request 09 our staff and 0001010 000:01
him Inane ,00e Doss bIn.
mana000ront.
Comments

• -

Comomots:

I Suboib
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5uL2 Detailed view
When any of the above events in figure 1 is clicked it will take you to a detailed page which tells the User
everything they need to know about that particular event as shown below.
Q houtathon
~
& C

—
ocathos~~

‘----j

t Exhibition
Quahtn es0001o that -u uno 0000nclvuu
~M0inM around thn 00:0001000 000001:0 off theIr tuMnts
Dec23 2002
12:00 AM
12:00 PM
00rnpten Hal
200 Guento
Suprah obduIohI
01000on 0000rity!

\

5~1~3 View events by categories
Because slumberland is a very busy place burdened by very busy schedules events are always so many
so for staff and customers interested in specific types of events they can easily go to the exact category.
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4—

& -C tocathoctCutCc’cdtc;m-~te

C#A4:

~

~t’:rT~)

Orrereco

00100

Evoct~

Meet Our Newest PR

Organizational Evento

Contact Felon
orange cope
WHO conference
world poorco
Inertia norma,
Meet

I

Jet

001
2011
Jan01 001
Mar10 2012

07:00 die to 09:00 PM
05:00 AM to 00:00 AM
Z~OO PM to 100 PM
12:OOPMIO1O:OOPM

tOo

J0021

104014

J

coral:

Olenrbcrtarrd Hotel mould Ike to tab Mb opprtoncy to
jotooduco tO newest public rolatioco off rot Mr Abolo
Oao:ol eArn is luff cotruotod to carry ot alt our polite
relation commitments
We ttiorelore roquout a jour ota9 and pubic to 000:51
hrm a anr WCI p000 tile.
wanaocnrent.
Conrw000s
eommcots:

ebmdj
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5~2 Back end section
&2~1 Login / logoutAdmin authendcation
Every Administrator visiting the system with no prior authentication or whose session had previously
expired has to present his/her credentials (username and password) in the Login form.
The user is presented with a Login form that prompts for the two credentials i.e. the password and the
username, in case of the wrong password a person cannot access the system

4—

~

~,

Oca~hoo~~

‘..~

Login please!
You are flow ogggud out
Useroame:
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522 Administration page
When an administrator passes the two credentials i.e. the password and the username correctly he or
she is forwarded to the admin page with options available to create and manage events accordingly.
~
4

C C Iocalhost~~. o’vj.,l~.

~

Acimin Menu
*

,denrber Welcone to the admroistxative Section of the event management system, if you’re reading this,
goose made it through nor ron-dad secuoty system.
CongratulationsUse the options toted in the navigation bar to the left to edt data in the event database,

•1
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•

*

,

5~2~3 Create new event
An Administrator fills in the following form to create a new event
Even

*-

& ~ bc hOct~vnd

r

O~;~’~

Ito your Database

r

create new Event
Event Titter
therm in Dater

dater t

months January

‘ yearn 2G11

Dorceriptboor

Start tbrmrrn:
End thorn:
4esbrjn Sopervisnr:

Seboct supurunson

Cotegoryr

Soboci cato~ury

Enjrer:terb fjrrrrrber:

Null

Fadlibbot:

Conference Rune,
Sm
Restaurant
Euccotine Gardens
Swimoung pool

-

Sbredob rog005ts if rrnyr

ii [~Zr
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
6.0 Introduction
The system is able to add, organize and manage relevant aspects of creating an event. It allows only
registered administrators to add, update and cancel events; by doing so, an administrator is able to
assign a particular supervisor, reserve an appropriate facility such that all staff and customers have the
ability to search for particular events and view these results.
The system is be able to add and recognize an administrator so that the credibility of information Is
maintained at all times. It has a secure database that has all information regarding events

6.1 Achievements Made:
The Event System has met most of the specified functional requirements such Administrator can add
and delete the events, Categories, facilities, etc
6.3 Personal Achievement
The development of this system enabled us to learn programming with php and Mysqi in depth

6.4 Limitations / challenges faced
The time allocated for the project development was not properly specified and implemented for a highly
intensive and elaborate research process.
Errors and bugs during coding.
Viruses present in the development environment of the system leading to loss of material.
The System development was costly and there were financial limitations in the performance of some
project activities like traveling printing and accessing the internee.

6,5 Recommendations / challenges faced:
Since we are headed to a digital ftiture. event Management Systems should incorporate the concept of
online registration which reduces the manual paperwork process and writing company memoirs in order
tu alert staff of even schedules.

Slumoerland should adopt this s~steni for efficient running of then operations. This is especially in the
current age of technolog\ where ever\ activity in any organizatiun should use computers. For im~’-uve
on i:

sc~

CI CC

deli very anu standardiza :~
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6.6 Conclusion
The research has been successfully completed, with support being provided by all the concerned people.
The system designed. if implemented will help ~SLUMBER LAND HOTEL~~ increase on Event
awareness. This is because the system will make available information regarding all scheduled events
throughout the year so that ample planning and organization is made in due time.

Slumberland Hotel though had no computerized system. tried as much as possible to provide information
to the staff which helped in coming up with the system which meets the specific needs of the
organization. After collecting the requirements the researchers worked hand in hand with the hoteliers so
that validation from the user could help come with the right system specifications.
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Appendix A

FOLLOW UP QUESTIONNAIRE (CONFIDENTIAL)

1. Name:

2. Name of Organization:

3.

Office Number:

4.

Email address:

5.

\Vork place address:

6. Which kind of a system is the Hotel using to run its daily e~~ent activities?
Manual L

A ut amated
41

7.

Are there any problems that were met using the above system?

8.

Is there any need of computerizing the system?

9.

What Facilities amenities does this Hotel offer? Tick all appropriate available options below

Accommodation

secure parking party Reservations

Conference F aci Ii ties

Weeding Party Receptions

Bar and Restaurant

Outside Catering

Party Avenue

hotel management training

10. Please indicate any other available services amenities the hotel offers:

11.
Daily

.

How often do Events occur?
weekly

Monthly

Annually

15. Does the hotel have tight security?
Yes

No

I 0. 1 low man’ stall’ does this hotel have?

How cf~icient is the staff’ of this hotel?

42

Most of the time

18. What are the good items offered in this hotel?

/\~iv other important information

Nani e:

______________

Signature

Date

Final remarks:

Signature

J/ Date

_________________________________
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